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Happy August!  

We hope you are having 
an amazing summer!  

We had a fun month in 
July, filled with splash days 

and water activities! We will be 
continuing our Water play days this 
month as well, so please look out for 
those days and bring the necessary 
items. The children will be needing 
items such as waterproof diapers, 
swimsuits, extra clothes, sandals, towels, 
and the like! 

For programming, we will continue to 
learn about “Travel,” and we will focus on the different continents we can travel to.  We will learn 
about the various foods each country and continent have, the famous landmarks and more! We will 
have fun exploring the world with the infants!



Toddlers

Last week we have been focusing on healthy habits. We introduced 
different fruits to the children. 

For art, children painted watermelon using pompoms and paint. They 
also did some process art using pieces of green construction paper or 
tissue paper to fill in the pears, bananas and apple cutouts.  

Moreover, children added colourful pompoms like red, green and yellow 
to the sticky trees. They learn math and colour by sorting the apples on 
the corresponding popsicle sticks. In conclusion, children explored a 
sensory soil bin where they planted different fruits. 



`

Preschoolers

For the month of August we will be focusing on sports! 

Baseball Week 
We will be learning all about baseball! What different materials do we use for baseball bats?, 
counting the bases, decorating Blue Jay’s pictures and learning about what muscles we use to 
throw balls. 

Swimming week 
During swimming week we will cover a range of sports like: water polo, speed swimming, diving 
and synchronized swimming. We will also be learning about the importance of water safety! 

Hockey Week 
For hockey week we will be learning about the Toronto Maple Leafs, ball, ice and field hockey, 
what materials we need to play, as well as the different types of positions there are! 

Gymnastics Week 
During this week we will be looking closer into the art of gymnastics! Balancing, ribbons, 
tumbling and jumping – as well as the muscles and creativity we need to do these activities!

Circle-Time Yoga 

Ms. Sen and Ms. Michelle have started a new 

daily exercise at the start of circle time! Around 

11 am every day we sit down at the carpet with 

all of our friends and listen to relaxing music 

while stretching out our bodies. 

Downward dog, child’s pose, pigeon, flapping 

our wings like butterflies, standing like flamingos 

– there are many different stretches we do to 

help us all relax before listening to stories and 

songs.

Friday’s will be Show & Tell!! 
Starting Friday August 6th Preschool 2 will be having a weekly Show & Tell! This means that 
every Friday your child can bring in one of their favourite toys, during circle time they can show 
it to their friends and tell them about why it is special to them! (Please be sure not to bring in 
anything too special, just to be safe!)

An Ac%ve August in Preschool 2!



Event Calendar

Learning Fun

Reviews

August 2nd Civic Holiday - Centre Closed Annual observance in honour of John Graves Simcoe. He 
was the first lieutenant governor of Upper Canada, which is known as Ontario, today. 

August 3rd Water Play Day - Bring water play attire and a towel! 

August 5th Athlete Day - Dress up as your favourite athlete or sports team! 

August 9th Tourist Day - Dress like you're going on vacation! 

August 13th Water Play Day - Please bring a towel and water play attire! 

August 20th Pajama Day - Wear your favourite pajama's! 

August 25th Under the Sea - Wear under the sea themed attire (mermaids, sharks, fish etc)

Pasta Sensory!  

Watch your children explore with their sense of touch!  

Materials: 

- Dry macaroni  
- Bottles or containers of various sizes  
- measuring cups and spoons  

Instructions:  

 - set out a tub of dry pasta noodles along with several containers, bottles 
and measuring cups to play with. 
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OBSERVED PARENTS ACTIONS

“Speak to your child as if they are the wisest, kindness, most beautiful and magical human 
on earth. For what they believe is what they will become” _Brooke Hampton 

Integrating children in all of our tasks benefits us all

Community

Shopping

Electronic phone & computer

Work

Cooking and House Cleaning
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Introducing our Summer Giveaway 
A Lullaboo Gift Pack to 5 lucky winners!  

Rules to enter: 

1. Must be following us on 
Instagram @lullaboo.childcare and/
or Facebook.com/lullaboochildcare 

2. Like this post 

3. Tag a friend in the comments! 
(each comment is 1 entry) 

4. Bonus entry: share this post! 

*ends Aug 20, 2021* 

Official rules: 

- This content is in no way 
sponsored, endorsed, or 
administered by, or associated with 
Instagram or Facebook. 

- 1 comment = 1 entry, multiple 
entries allowed. 

- This contest is only open to 
residents of Ontario. 

- Contest will close at 2:00 PM, 
Friday, Aug 20, 2021. 

- 5 winners will be selected at 
random on Aug 20, 2021 at 3:00 PM 
and notified via direct message.

Ends at 2:00pm on Friday, August 20, 2021
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Includes a Cutlery Set, Tumbler Mug, Baby on Board car sign and a Mask.
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